See you in Norman?

CHECK LIST OF CLASS OF '08

Samuel C. Ambristor, Oklahoma
Frank Bacon, West Virginia
Guy Baker, Kentucky
Thomas F. Carey, Oklahoma
Lloyd B. Curtis, Wyoming
Ralph H. Dangerfield, Nebraska
John C. Darling, Colorado
Carroll Addison Davis, Unknown
Fletcher W. Davis, Louisiana
Para Fletcher Erwin, Oklahoma
Fred C. Feagins, Kansas
J. W. Foster, Oklahoma
Coronado W. Fowler, Unknown
Harry Alfred Gage, Oklahoma
Clement O. Gittinger, Oklahoma
Edgar Lee Harris, Unknown
Edward E. Holmes, California
Harry N. Horner, Oklahoma
Charles R. House, Nebraska
John Harry Hutchins, Unknown
Mrs Ruby Givens Johnson, Oklahoma
Mrs Lena Corn Keator, New Mexico
Charles Guy Keiger, Oklahoma
William T. Leach, Oklahoma
William G. Lemmon, Oklahoma
Frank M. Long, Brazil, S. A.
Charles E. Marsh, Texas
Milton M. Maynard, Illinois
Finis E. McReynolds, Oklahoma
Errett R. Newby, Oklahoma
George B. Parker, New York
James B. Patrick, Oklahoma
Mrs Pearl Hutchins Pendergraft, Oklahoma
Jay Clinton Port, Oklahoma
Mrs Carrie Anson Preston, Missouri
Jesse Lee Rader, Oklahoma
Maxwell Martin Robberts, Oklahoma
William Clyde Scott, Oklahoma
Edith Shepherd, Oklahoma
George Cline Smith, Missouri
Mrs Murl Ingold Stanley, Unknown
Mrs Hattie Barnes Stuart, Texas
William Stuart, Texas
Arthur W. Tribby, Oklahoma
James Leamon Waller, Oklahoma
Mrs Baye Wadlington Watson, Ohio
Guy Wilbur Wilcox, Oklahoma
Arthur R. Wolfe, Missouri

CHECK LIST OF CLASS OF '13

Ransel L. Andrews, Unknown
William Aitkenhead, Indiana
Henry Thomas Asbury, Arkansas
Manley E. Bailey, Oklahoma
Jasper Phineas Baldwin, California
De Auburn Ballard, Kansas

C. E. Bates, Oklahoma
Agnes Mary Berrigan, Oklahoma
Mrs Mary Harness Berry, Oklahoma
Roger Errett Berry, Oklahoma
Mrs Lucile Spire Blanch, Oklahoma
J. Braden Black, Oklahoma
Mrs Nina Keiger Black, Oklahoma
Nellie Blum, Missouri
Howard S. Browne, Oklahoma
Mrs Mae Curtis Buckingham, California
Dora Eddie Buford, Montana
Crawford William Cameron, Oklahoma
J. W. “Fred” Capshaw, Oklahoma
Earl Christmas, Minnesota
Glenn C. Clark, Oklahoma
Mrs Vera Gorton Clark, Oklahoma
Mrs Ana Pickard Collins, Oklahoma
Mrs Ida Pyle Collins, Texas
Howard Cook, Oklahoma
Emmett DeWitt Cornelius, Oklahoma
Theodore N. Cottrell, Unknown
Clarence I. Cowden, Georgia
Carl Robert Cowles, Texas
Roscoe Newton Cox, Oklahoma
Mrs Bertha Haseman Crane, Indiana
V. E. Danner, Oklahoma
Paul G. Darrough, Oklahoma
Mrs Ruth Newell DeMand, Oklahoma
Samuel A. Denyer, Oklahoma
Mrs Abbie Odell Dixon, California
Robert H. Dunn, Oklahoma
Clyde Frances Forbes, Oklahoma
Earl Foster, Oklahoma
Rhoda Olivia Foster, California
B. A. Garside, New York
Albert Edwards Gartside, Missouri
Moses Elmer Gaskill, Oklahoma
Leo H. Gorton, Oklahoma
Earl William Groves, Oklahoma
Clarence Edward Haas, Oklahoma
Sara Deborah Haines, Oklahoma
John Thomas Harley, Oklahoma
Charles H. Harrington, Oklahoma
Mr Mary Robey Harris, Hawaii
James F. Hatcher, Oklahoma
William Walter Hentz, Oklahoma
Mrs Annette Whitehurst Herald, Oklahoma
Reginald Nichols Hocker, California
Weaver E. Holland, Texas
J. D. Holland, Oklahoma
Wilbur Jennings Holleman, Oklahoma
William Robert Hood, Oklahoma
Edwin Clarence Houston, Hawaii
Frank George Howe, Unknown
Elton B. Hunt, Oklahoma
Robert E. Jackson, Unknown
Charles Boogy Johnson, Unknown
Clarence Johnson, Oklahoma
Joe Weaver Johnson, Unknown
Margaret Nevada Johnson, Unknown
Milo Jones, Unknown
Mrs Maybelle Powell Klopfenstein, Oklahoma
Clarence Knappenger, Oklahoma
Mrs Elizabeth McMillan Kolb, Oklahoma
James Hutchinson Lane, Texas
Mrs Edna Denison Lannon, Texas
James Monroe Little, Unknown
Mrs Ada Eastland MacCurdy, Texas
Alonzo Grady Malone, Colorado
 Homer C. McCracken, Oklahoma
Daniel Newton McIntosh, Unknown
Mrs Gladys Anderson McNaught, New York
Burr B. McWhirt, Oklahoma
Mrs Doris Mundy McWhirt, Oklahoma
Mrs Ray Ferrell Meacham, Oklahoma
Mrs Anna McLaughlin Meeting, Oklahoma
Milton Frederick Meyer, Texas
Dr. Roy A. Morer, Michigan
Charles Leo Murphy, Oklahoma
George Harrison Myers, Oklahoma
James Nain, Unknown
Harry Worth Nighswonger, Oklahoma
Robert Moore Parkhurst, Oklahoma
Maurice O. W. Pearl, Oklahoma
Mrs Suzan Westmoreland Powers, Arizona
Dr. Harry Price, Oklahoma
Mrs Cora Phoops Quinn, Oklahoma
Mrs Louie Moore Rawlings, Oklahoma
Arthur Lee Richards, Oklahoma
Robert Hickman Riley, Maryland
George Larrabee Risen, Oklahoma
Winnifred F. Robey, Illinois
Dr. James Wilson Rollo, Texas
Claude H. Rosenberg, Oklahoma
Dr. Harry Slatkin, New York
Ralph Gordon Smith, Oklahoma
Sam Jones Smith, Louisiana
Earl E. Snedle, Oklahoma
John Byron Sorw, Oklahoma
Archie Glenn Swanson, Oklahoma
Raymond A. Tolbert, Oklahoma
Floyd Overton Trippy, Oklahoma
Lawrence E. Trout, Texas
Mrs Ethel Eham Tuck, Oklahoma
Mrs Mary Drew Twyford, Unknown
Mrs Esther Patton Wadsack, Oklahoma
Frank N. Watson, New York
Benjamin Harrison West, Unknown
Dr. Willis Kelley West, Oklahoma
Mrs Ola Forbes Wickham, Oklahoma
Dr. Alvin Ray Wiley, Oklahoma
Dr. Asa Wright, Texas

Gordon Bierer—why not get a Sooner League started for a big Guthrie turnout for the Commencement- Homecoming June 3 to 5?